
CALVIN 29

ROOTS and ROOTLESSNESS
As it had no root, the seed withered away. Matthew 13:6

Today is Calvin’s birthday. He was born exactly 496 years ago, 10 July 1509 in
the town of Noyon (Northern France). He grew up in a staunchly Catholic home
with three brothers and two sisters. His father was a highly respected lawyer.
His mother’s piety inspired the entire family. He was solidly educated in the
Roman and Greek classics. Even in his early twenties he acquired prominence
as leader of the Protestant party in Paris.

In 1533 he had to flee for his life when the Catholic hierarchy discovered that
he was the evangelical ghost-writer of the inaugural speech of his friend Nicholas
Cop recently elected as vice-chancellor of the University of Paris. He eventually
landed in Geneva, Switzerland, where the Reformation had taken hold, but again
had to flee that town when the city rejected the discipline he had helped to
institute. Yet in 1541 the authorities begged for him to return. The city had
enough of the prevailing loose morals and longed for the stability of former days.

Now under Calvin’s strong influence, Geneva began to attract French Protestants
persecuted by the Catholic authorities. The latter burned at the stake anyone
sympathetic to the reformers’ cause. Calvin himself had witnessed such an
execution of a close friend and it left him with an intense hatred of the Catholic
Church of the time. Yet Calvin never denied his roots and upbringing in a pious
Catholic home. It is shown in his life-long admiration of the church fathers and
in their interpretation of scripture.

The increasing flow of Huguenots fleeing France, the impressive reputation of
the newly established Calvinist University drawing students from all over Europe
as well as Calvin’s towering intellectual and theological influence (reflected even
in the Jesuit’s curriculum) shifted the balance of power on the Genevan
municipality from the local Libertines to the Reformers. Yet Calvin was not
offered citizenship until 1559.

All these horrible experiences and his constant ill-health (migraines, pleurisy,
consumption, gallstones, and arthritis) did not seem to affect his enormous output
and his Christian convictions. When he died on 27 May 1564 at the relatively
young age of 54, the entire city of Geneva mourned as if a national calamity had
struck it. His comments on today’s readings are a testimony to the founder of
our Presbyterian and Reformed heritage.

Calvin’s life, upbringing and particularly his experiences of having to choose
between life and leaving his country must have affected his concern with roots
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and rootlessness. After all one is not usually aware of the values, norms, ways
of acting and reacting unless one is thrown into a new environment where
different values, norms, ways of acting and reacting prevail. Does that show in
his interpretation of scripture? Let us see whether his handling of today’s Bible
readings is influenced by his personal experiences.

Our Old Testament reading comes from Genesis 25:19-34. It tells the well-known
story of Jacob and Esau. After waiting twenty years, Rebecca, Isaac’s wife finally
conceives. But all is not going well and she asks the Lord why she is in so much
trouble. And God says (verse 23) that there are two nations struggling in her
womb, and that her first-born (who happens to be Esau) will serve his twin
(Jacob). This goes against the prevailing rules. Calvin therefore thinks that by
inverting the order, God ‘distinguishes the spiritual from the carnal seed.’ And
so it happens that Esau sells his birthright for a bowl of soup (verse 33) because,
as Calvin says, ‘being deprived of the Spirit of God, he relishes only the things
of the earth.’ Calvin thinks God prefers spiritual rather than carnal roots.

The deeper, spiritual roots are universal. By contrast the shallower, carnal roots
are local and coloured by local, ethnic and national differences. This is also true
for today’s other readings. We may take God’s universality for granted, but
numerous biblical incidents, such as the exodus from Egypt, the Babylonian
exile, the despair of the persecuted and martyrs, deepened the human
understanding of God’s transcending cultures, civilizations and personal
predicaments.

The other, Old Testament reading for today, makes a similar point. It comes from
Psalm 119:105-112 which we have sung together. It makes the point that God’s
word is a ‘lamp to our feet (verse 105)’ illuminating our path through life. Yet
the life of the psalmist is severely afflicted (verse107), so much so that his life is
continually at stake (verse 109). Being rooted in God’s instructions (verse 111),
however, is more important to him than being ‘deprived of all other things, such
as riches, honours, comforts and pleasures (Calvin’s comments).’

Our New Testament reading from Romans 8:1-11 similarly stresses the substantial
and essential rather than the superficial and the transient. To Paul Jesus Christ
represents the former, or as he writes in his epistle to the Ephesians (3:17):
‘Rooted and grounded in love, may you be strong to grasp with all God’s people,
what is the breadth and length and height and depth of the love of Christ.’

To Paul the new spiritual principle of life in Christ lifts him out of the old vicious
circle of sin and death (verse 2) or as Calvin comments: ‘the trembling consciences
of the godly have an invincible fortress, for they know that while they abide in
Christ they are beyond every danger of condemnation.’ Paul equates the carnal
mind with death and the spiritual mind with life and peace (verse 6). Calvin too
links peace with happiness, felicity and integrity. Yet that integrity (or
righteousness) is not man-made but God-given (verse 10). It is as Calvin has it:
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‘a celestial gift’, not man’s understanding of obeying ‘reason through their own
will, but such as God rules through his Spirit.’ In other words, to have one’s
roots in Christ is the equivalent of having grasped the fullness of life, although
Calvin warns: ‘the children of God are called spiritual, not on the ground of a
full and complete perfection, but only on account of the newness of life that is
begun in them (comment on verse 10).’

The theme of roots versus rootlessness is fully developed in Christ’s parable of
the sower and the seeds (Matthew 13:1-9 and 18-23). God (the sower in the
parable) sows the seed (the Christian message of salvation), but most of it goes
to waste and cannot take root. Some of it falls on the footpath (verse 4) where
the birds come and eat it up. Wickedness, depravity, lack of humility and
persecution, Calvin says, prevent the seed from growing.

Some of the seeds fall on stony places where they initially take root, but then
wither away. These Calvin compares with ‘too many of this class in our own
day, who eagerly embrace the Gospel and shortly afterwards fall off; for they
have not the lively affection that is necessary to give them firmness and
perseverance. … For if the word does not fully penetrate the whole heart and
strike its root deep, faith will want the supply of moisture that is necessary for
perseverance.’

Thirdly, the seed sown among the thistles represent those who hear God’s word,
but it is choked by worldly cares and the false glamour of wealth (verse 22).
Calvin adds pleasures of life, covetousness and anxieties of the flesh to the
thistles, but then sombrely concludes that ‘there is scarcely one individual out
of ten who attempts to cut down the thistles, leave alone root them out.’

Yet not all the seed is wasted. Some of it falls into good soil (verse 23). They are
the ones ‘in whom the word of God not only strikes its roots deep and solid, but
overcome every obstacle that would prevent it from yielding fruit’, says Calvin.
They are the people who become models for others, thereby enriching and
edifying those with whom they work or live. The good news of salvation is then
spread and produces hundredfold or maybe sixty fold or thirty fold fruits.

What do our Bible readings have to say to our time? Is the quest for roots as
relevant today as it was in ancient days? Is Calvin’s experience of being uprooted
and finding his spiritual foundation in Jesus Christ relevant for today’s world?

The New Testament readings certainly show that Jesus did not have his head
in the clouds. He did not expect his message of salvation to be unopposed or to
have an easy passage. His hearers and disciples were certainly not likely to be
all dedicated followers bearing hundredfold fruit, strong in the faith, persuading
acquaintances, friends and relatives that God’s kingdom was the answer to their
quests and their questions and fitted their desires for living life to the full. And
that certainly is as true today as it was in Palestine 2000 years ago.
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Now too we want to make up our own minds based on our experiences in the
workplace, the kinds of motives and aims that others around us have. Now too
there are multiple ideas, notions, perceptions coming to us from television, the
radio, the paper that somehow we have to absorb, convert into a workable unity.
The world around us seems to be crowded with disparate, unrelated pointers to
disorder rather than the order God and Jesus represent. Don’t they point to the
loss of roots in our present world?

In this confusing culture around us, survival seems to require that we do our
own independent selecting. One has to be both stubborn and diplomatic to
safeguard one’s identity and sense of wholeness. And yet in the parable of the
sower and the seeds, Jesus tells us that all this selecting has to be left to God.
God does the selecting rather than us mortals. He is the sower; we are the soil
for the seed to grow or not to grow. We are the selected.

Isn’t all this rather strange? Life around seems to have programmed us to choose
and determine what in this sea of influences we will adopt and what we will let
roll over us like water off the duck’s back. What is more, our basic instincts
seem to drive us to the conclusion that we ourselves have to select which
approaches, views of life and conceptions we should take seriously, if we want
to remain sane and fit in the web our society and culture have woven around
us.

And yet the gospel tells us today that is not the way to go. It actually warns us
that unless we let God do the selecting and choosing, we will not meet our
destiny and the ultimate purpose of being here at all. It warns us that all this
self-selecting leads nowhere and that our job is to become like the receptive soil
in the parable.

The parable actually goes further. It explains in detail what will happen if we
don’t go in that direction. It says that we are likely to become like the seed fallen
on pavement, picked by birds or being destroyed by manipulating, depraved
individuals and aggressive characters. It cannot germinate and we become easy
pickings.

Our lives sometimes tend to become as hardened as the asphalt on which the
seed is falling. And there may be some very good reason why we have to steel
ourselves to survive in this dog-eat-dog world around us. Surrendering or joining
rather than beating the system seems to be almost the only way out. Not leaving
it to our instincts and leaving the guiding and selecting to God seems folly.

Yet secretly we know that the parable is right. We instinctively know, don’t
we, that the hardened soul’s route is not the way to go. We do not want to
become unreceptive, unloving individuals, Machiavellian operators, or ambitious
manipulators who cut a path of destruction on the way to the top, empire
builders, rich charlatans.
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And so we recognize both in ourselves and others, the various soils advancing
or hindering God’s kingdom. We may feel the exhilaration and excitement of
being touched by the Holy Spirit and catch a glimpse of what God’s word is all
about. Or we may get a heart-warming sympathy for Jesus.

Yet the faith is sometimes not long lasting and does not survive the day. The
soil is too shallow and our conviction not strong enough. Shallowness may hide
insipid tolerance and only an appearance of conformity. Yet the Christian gospel
requires depth, constancy and durability, all necessary to withstand the darkness
on our path and pilgrimage of life.

And then there are the thorns in your and my life choking the best part of our
Christian soul: our sins, rationalizations of conduct that actually cannot pass
muster, thoughts that do not particularly fit God’s expectations, white lies getting
us out of trouble, taking a vacation from God.

Now we can defend all this by pointing to the rootlessness of our society and
our culture. How can we help not being chameleons in a society that encourages
living on the surface, not rocking boats, fitting with fashions of speaking and
behaving of people with standards lower than the ones we ought to have?

Yet both the Bible, and Calvin’s interpretations, point to the ray of hope and the
conviction of faith flowing from God’s word. It tells us that in a rootless world
we are not left alone with our personal and our society’s predicaments, sense of
being lost and the shifting sands of desperation and depression.

Calvin’s experiences as a fugitive from his native environment seem to have
helped him to deeply understand individuals, such as Jacob, David and Paul.
They too had to delve deeply below the superficialities of life and culture to
find the depth of soil for God’s seed to germinate and to discover that God’s
word transcended civilizations, local customs and languages.

The Bible also tells us that in Jesus Christ we have a saviour who has conquered
the world. Not all the seeds of the sower are consumed by birds of prey,
swallowed by shallowness and choked by the weeds of empty promises. Some
of the seeds have fallen into good soils and taken firm roots.

As Paul says, these roots are in Jesus Christ (Colossians 2:7). Through him our
rootlessness has been suspended. In the community of believers, the Church,
the fertile soil of faith has become the recipient of the message of salvation. The
Holy Spirit has locked in our hearts an exuberant sense of calm and serenity,
because God has put in these hearts the invincible fortress of grace.
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